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1. Archibald Alison (1792-1867)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the Scottish advocate and historian, brother
of the physician William Alison. Alison is shown in a three-quarter portrait on a blank background.
Photographed in the studio of Robert Hindry Mason (1824-85) active in London from 1858 until 1872.
Marked on the back “Mason and Co.”.
€ 50

2. Ambassadors of Vietnam (1863 ca.)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph of an Annamite delegation that arrived in Paris at the end of
September 1863. According to an article that appeared in the Times on the 20th of August 1863, the
names ofthethreeambassadorsarePhan-Thanh-Giang,Pham-Phu-ThusandNguy-Khaedan.The mission
of these ambassadors in France was to recover the three provinces of Lower-Cochin-China, occupied
by French troops since 1858, for executing the subjects who submitted to the foreign invaders. It is said
that the ambassadors promised 40 million Francs to the French, with no intention of paying any part
of this sum. According to reports, when the French failed to honour the terms of the treaty they had
negotiated, the oldest ambassador (the one at the center of the picture) committed suicide.
Photographed by André Adolphe Eugène Disdéri photographer in Paris, famous for having patented
the carte-de-visite photographic image format. Marked on the back “Disdéri Photographe”.
€ 250

3. Pierre-Antoine Berryer (1790-1868)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the French advocate and member of the
Académie Française. Berryer is shown in full-figure, leaning on a stone pedestal with a pile of books on
top of it. Photographed in the Franck de Villecholle (1816-1906) studio. Marked on the back
“Photographie de Franck”.
€ 40

4. Benjamin Collins Brodie (1783-1862)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (late 1850s) of the English physiologist, who pioneered research
into bones and joint disease. Brodie is depicted in half-figure, seated at a table. Photographed in the
studio of Henry Maull (1829-1914) and George Henry Polyblank (1828 -), active in London between
1856 and 1865. Marked on the back “Maull & Polyblank Photographers”.
€ 60

5. Robert Browning (1812-1889)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the English poet and playwright, one of the
foremost Victorian poets. Browning is shown in three-quarters from the waist up. Taken by Ernest
Edwards (1837-1903) photographer. Marked “Ernest Edwards” in front at the lower edge.
€ 150

6. John Bowring (1792-1872)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the English political economist, writer and translator
and fourth Governor of Hong Kong. Bowring is depicted in full-figure, standing with an umbrella in
his left hand and leaning on a carved piece of furniture with his right. Photographed in the studio of
Henry Maull (1829-1914) and George Henry Polyblank (1828 -), active in London between 1856 and
1865. Marked on the back “Maull & Polyblank Photographers”.
€ 80

7. Elihu Burritt (1810-1879)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (early 1870s) of the American diplomat and activist. Burrit is
shown in three-quarter from waist up. Photographed in Joseph John Elliott (1835-1903) and Clarence
Edmund Fry’s (1840-1897) studio, active in London with this name from 1863 until 1887. Marked on
the back “Elliott & Fry”.
€ 120

8. Colin Campbell (1792-1863)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the British Army officer. Campbell is depicted in
full-figure, standing with his stick in his left hand and his top hat in his right one, in an elegantly
furnished parlour. Photographed by André Adolphe Eugène Disdéri photographer in Paris, famous for
having patented the carte-de-visite photographic image format. Marked on the back “Disdéri
Photographe”.
€ 70

9. Carlota of Mexico (1840-1927)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the Belgian princess, Empress of Mexico by
marriage to Emperor Maximilian I. Carlota is depicted from the waist up, in a dark dress, with
overlapping hands resting on the back of a chair. Photographed by André Adolphe Eugène Disdéri
photographer in Paris, famous for having patented the carte-de-visite photographic image format.
Marked on the back “Disdéri Photographe”.
€ 180

10. Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the Scottish philosopher, historian and writer,
considered one of the most important commentators of his time. Carlyle is depicted in a thoughtful
expression, sitting on a chair with his right hand holding his head and his left shoulder covered with a
cloak. Photographed in Joseph John Elliott (1835-1903) and Clarence Edmund Fry (1840-1897) studio,
active in London with this name from 1863 until 1887. Marked on the back “Elliott & Fry”.
€ 120

11. Samuel Carter Hall (1800-1889)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the Irish-born Victorian journalist, best known for his
editorship of The Art Journal. Hall is depicted from waist up, with his arms crossed. Photographed by
Ferdinand Joubert, renowned for having invented new photographic techniques and engraved notable
UK and Confederate State stamps. Marked on the back “Mr. F. Joubert”.
€ 40

12. Anne Maria Hall (1800-1881)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1870s) of the Irish novelist, wife of Samuel Carter Hall. Ms. Hall
is depicted in full-figure, with a bonnet on her head and her left hand holding a drape lying on a
dresser. Photographed in the renowned studio of John (1823-1874) and Octavius Watkins (1836-1882),
active in London from 1865 until 1870. Marked on the back “John Charles Watkins Photographers”. € 50

13. Henry John Codrington (1808-1877)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the Royal Navy officer, son of Admiral Sir Edward
Codrington, who took part in the Greek War of Independence. Codrington is photographed in full
length with a small photograph in his hand; beside him there's a desk with a trophy and a pile of books.
Photographed by Ferdinand Joubert, renowned for having invented new photographic techniques and
engraved notable UK and Confederate States stamps. Marked on the back “Mr. F. Joubert”.
€ 70

14. Eliza Cook (1818-1889)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1865-70) of the English author and poet, a proponent
of political emancipation for women. Cook is depicted from waist up, with a light coloured bonnet on
her head. Photographed in the renowned studio of John (1823-1874) and Octavius Watkins
(1836-1882), active in London from 1865 until 1870. Marked on the back “John & Chas Watkins”. € 40

15. Michele Costa (1808-1884)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the Italian-born conductor. Costa is depicted in
full-figure, leaning on an early XIXth century carved wood chair. Photographed by Henry Joseph
Whitlock (1835-1918), son of Joseph who was the first person to establish a photographic studio in
Birmingham in 1843. Marked on the back “Photographed by H. J. Whitlock”.
€ 100

16. Stapleton Cotton (1773-1865)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (early 1860s) of the British Army Field Marshal. Cotton is shown
sitting on a velvet chair, with a flower in the buttonhole of his coat and a book in his right hand. A
pedestal with carved golden leonine head is partially seen at his right. Photographed at the John Beattie
studio in Clifton (Bristol). Stamped signature on the back “John Beattie”. € 50

17. Thomas Creswick (1811-1869)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the English painter, best-known for his
landscape paintings. Creswick is depicted from the waist up. Photographed in the renowned studio of
John (1823-1874) and Octavius Watkins (1836-1882), active in London from 1865 until 1870. Marked
on the back “John Charles Watkins Photographers”.
€ 80

18. George Cruikshank (1792-1878)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the British caricaturist, renowned for his
illustrations of many books, such as those of Charles Dickens. Cruikshank is depicted in half-figure,
sitting and working in front of his easel. Photographed by William Walker (1791-1867) and sons’ studio
in London. Marked on the back “Messrs. W. Walker & Sons”.
€ 120

19. James Whitley Deans Dundas (1785-1862)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the English Royal Navy officer who took part in the
Napoleonic Wars. Deans Dundas is depicted standing beside a neoclassical pedestal surmounted by two
cherubs. Photographed by the renowned French photographer Camille Silvy in London. Marked on the
back “Photographed by C. Silvy”.
€ 100

20. Richard Doyle (1824-1883)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1865-1870) of the English illustrator of the Victorian
era. Doyle is depicted from the waist up. Photographed in the renowned studio of John (1823-1874)
and Octavius Watkins (1836-1882), active in London from 1865 until 1870. Marked on the back “John
& Charles Watkins Photographers”.
€ 50

21. Paul Du Chaillu (1831-1903)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (early 1860) of the French-American traveller and zoologist, who
confirmed the existence of gorillas and pygmies in central Africa. Du Chaillu is depicted in full-figure
standing with his top hat in his left hand. Photographed by Antoine Claudet (1797-1867) studio, active
in London form 1851 until 1867. Marked on the back “A. Claudet Photographer”.
€ 180

22. William Edmondstoune Aytoun (1813-1865)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the Scottish poet, professor of rhetoric and
belles lettres at the University of Edinburgh. Photographed in the studio of the photographer Thomas
Rodger (1832-1883) in St. Andrews (Scotland). Rodger photographs can mainly be found at St.
Andrews University Library. Today, a plaque has been placed outside his studio (now the University
Careers Centre). Marked on the back “T. Rodger St. Andrews”.
€ 50

23. Elisabeth of Bavaria, “Sissi” (1837-1898)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1870s) of the Empress of Austria, wife of Emperor Franz
Joseph I. Sissi is depicted in full-figure, dressed in a beautifully draped dress. Photographed in the
studio of Ludwig Angerer (1827-1879) active in Vienna from 1858. Marked on the back “L. Angerer K.
K. Hof-Photograph in Wien”.
€ 200

24. William Etty (1787-1849)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the English painter in his later days, best
known for his historical paintings. Etty is depicted from the waist up. Photographed in the renowned
studio of John (1823-1874) and Octavius Watkins (1836-1882), active in London from 1865 until 1870.
Marked on the back “John Charles Watkins Photographers”.
€ 90

25. John Everett Millais (1829-1896)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1865-1870) of the English painter and illustrator, one
of the founders of the Pre-Raphaelite Movement. Millais is depicted from waist up. Photographed in
the renowned studio of John (1823-1874) and Octavius Watkins (1836-1882), active in London from
1865 until 1870. Marked on the back “John & Charles Watkins Photographers”.
€ 120

26. Michael Faraday (1791-1867)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the English scientist, whose main discoveries
includes the principles of electromagnetic induction, diamagnetism and electrolysis. Faraday is shown
half-figure in profile, sitting at his desk, with two fingers of his right hand resting on the palm of his
left one. Photographed by William Walker (1791-1867) and sons’ studio in London. Marked on the
back “Messrs. W. Walker & Sons Artists & Photographers”.
€ 200

27. William Fenwick Williams (1800-1883)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the Nova Scotian military leader. In his later years,
Williams is standing in his military coat, with his hat in his hand and his elbow resting on a chair back.
Photographed by William Notman (1826-1891) studio in Montréal. Marked on the back “Photographer
Notman Montreal”.
€ 70

28. John Henry Foley (1818-1874)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1863 ca.) of the Irish sculptor, best known for his statues of
Daniel O’Connell in Dublin and of Prince Albert for the Albert Memorial in London. Foley is shown
standing in full-figure, with his legs crossed and resting his elbow on a carved piece of furniture; he
holds a pen in his right hand with which he is writing on a book. Photographed by Ernest Edwards
(1837-1903) photographer. Marked “Ernest Edwards” in front at the lower edge.
€ 90

29. Giuseppe Garibaldi (1807-1882)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1864 ca.) of the Italian general who played a pivotal role
in the unification of Italy. Garibaldi is depicted from waist up, with a hat and a dark scarf. Garibaldi was
a symbol for the anti-Catholic riots which took place across Britain in 1862. Photographed in the studio
of Henry Maull (1829-1914) and George Henry Polyblank (1828 -), active in London between 1856 and
1865. Marked on the back “Maull & Polyblank Photographers”.
€ 90

30. George Grote (1794-1871)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-65 ca.) of the English historian, known for his major work
History of Greece (1846). Grote is depicted from the legs up sitting on a chair, with his stick in his left
hand. Photographed in the studio of Henry Maull (1829-1914) and George Henry Polyblank (1828 -),
active in London between 1856 and 1865. Marked on the back “Maull & Polyblank Photographers”. € 60

31. John Hanning Speke (1827-1864)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the English explorer, known for his African
exploration searching for the source of the river Nile. Speke was the first European to reach Lake
Victoria. Speke is depicted in full-figure with his arms crossed, sat on a columned balustrade in a
neoclassical setting. Photographed in the studio of William, Frederick and Edwin Southwell of Baker
Street in London. Marked on the back “Southwell Brothers”.
€ 240

32. William Hepworth Dixon (1821-1879)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1863) of the English historian and traveller. Dixon is depicted in
full-figure, standing with a magnifying lens and a plate in his hands in a natural environment; there is a
stool in front of him. Photographed by Ferdinand Joubert, renowned for having invented new
photographic techniques and engraved notable UK and Confederate States stamps. Marked on the back
“Mr. F. Joubert”.
€ 90

33. John Russell Hind (1823-1895)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the English astronomer. Hind is depicted from the legs
up. sitting on a velvet chair, with his hand resting on a book on a table. Photographed in the studio of
Henry Maull (1829-1914) and George Henry Polyblank (1828 -), active in London between 1856 and
1865. Marked on the back “Maull & Polyblank Photographers”.
€ 120

34. William Holman Hunt (1827-1910)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1870-1880) of the English painter, one of the founders of the
Pre-Raphaelite Movement. Hunt is shown sitting on a chair reading some notes next to a decorated
fireplace, which is partly visible. Photographed by the London Stereoscopic and Photographic
Company, which gathered different photographers, active in London from 1854 until 1922. Marked on
the back “The London Stereoscopic and Photographic Company”.
€ 200

35. Victor Hugo (1802-1885)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the French poet and novelist. Hugo is depicted in fullfigure standing. with a pile of books on a table off to his right. Photographed in Louis-Joseph
Ghémar’s (1819-1873) studio in Brussels, active from 1859. Marked on the back “Atelier de Photographie
Ghémar Frères”.
€ 400

36. William Jackson Hooker (1785-1865)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (early 1860s) of the English botanist, director of the Royal
Botanical Gardens in Kew from 1841 until 1865. Hooker is depicted in full-figure sitting on a chair
with crossed legs. Photographed by Ernest Edwards (1837-1903) photographer. Marked “Ernest
Edwards” in front at the lower edge.
€ 40

37. Douglas William Jerrold (1803-1857)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (late 1860s) of the English dramatist and writer. Jerrold is depicted
in an oval frame, looking directly into the camera. Photographed by Wothlytype studio, under the
United Association of Photography Limited. Marked on the back “Wothlytype” .
€ 100

38. Charles Landseer (1799-1879)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the English painter, mostly known for
his historical subjects. Landseer is depicted from waist up. Photographed in the renowned studio of
John (1823-1874) and Octavius Watkins (1836-1882), active in London from 1865 until 1870. Marked
on the back “John & Charles Watkins Photographers”.
€ 70

39. John Lawrence (1811-1879)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the British Imperial statesman, Viceroy of India from
1864 to 1869. Lawrence is depicted sitting on a chair with a book in his left hand at a richly decorated
bureau with a small statue of an equestrian scene. Photographed in William Elliot Debenham’s studio.
In 1866, Debenham married Amanda Southwell, one of the sisters of the two renowned London
photographers Frederick and Edwin. Marked on the back “W. E. Debenham”.
€ 100

40. John Leech (1817-1864)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the British caricaturist and illustrator,
best known for his work for Punch magazine. Leech is depicted from waist up. Photographed by
Thomas McLean (1788-1875) and Frank Haes (1833-1916) studio, active in London with this name
from 1863 to 1865. Marked on the back “Mc Lean & Haes”.
€ 80

41. Helen Lemmens-Sherrington (1834-1906)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the English operatic soprano. Lemmens-Sherrington is
depicted with her head covered by a light veil and a large dress bordered with ermine. Photographed in
the studio founded by the Australian photographer Edward Haigh “Moira & Haigh” .
€ 120

42. Mark Lemon (1809-1870)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the founder editor of The Punch and The Field
magazines, the latter being the oldest sport magazine still in print today. Lemon is depicted sat on a
richly carved chair. Photographed in the renowned studio of John (1823-1874) and Octavius Watkins
(1836-1882), active in London from 1865 until 1870. Marked on the back “John & Charles Watkins
Photographers”.
€ 60

43. Henry Longfellow (1807-1882)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the American poet. Longfellow is depicted from the
legs up, with his left hand in his pocket. Photographed by William Notman (1826-1891) studio in
Montréal. Marked on the back “Notman Montreal”.
€ 350

44. David Livingstone (1813-1873)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1865 ca.) of the Scottish physician and pioneering Christian
missionary and African explorer, one of the most popular British heroes of the Victorian era.
Livingstone is depicted in full-figure sitting on a carved chair, with a book in his hands and his hat on
the desk in front of him. Photographed in the studio of John Jabez Edwin Mayall (1813-1901), the first
photographer who published carte-de-visite of the Royal family, active in London from 1852. Marked
on the back “Mayall London”.
€ 200

45. John Lothrop Motley (1814-1877)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the American author and diplomat, who
helped to prevent European intervention in the American Civil War. Motley is depicted in three-quarter
in a pensive position. Photographed in the renowned studio of John (1823-1874) and Octavius Watkins
(1836-1882), active in London from 1865 until 1870. Marked on the back “John & Charles Watkins
Photographers”.
€ 120

46. Daniel Maclise (1806-1870)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the Irish historical painter. Maclise is sitting on a
velvet chair, posing in profile with a document in his hand. Photographed in the renowned studio of
John (1823-1874) and Octavius Watkins (1836-1882), active in London from 1865 until 1870. Marked
on the back “John & Charles Watkins Photographers”.
€ 100

47. Patrice de MacMahon, Duke of Magenta (1808-1893)
Albumen carte-de-visite photographic print (1865-1870) of a painting of the Marshal of France.
MacMahon is shown with his military decorations leaning on the remains of a fence at the battlefield
of Magenta (1859), with his hat in his left hand. The photograph is a reproduction of a 1860s’ painting
by Horace Vernet (1789-1863) now in the collection of the Château de Versailles. Reproduction by
Robert Jefferson Bingham studio in Paris. Marked on the back “Bingham Photographe”.
€ 50

48. William Makepeace Thackeray (1811-1863)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the British novelist, known for his satirical novel Vanity
Fair (1847). Thackeray is depicted in full-figure, leaning on a draped carved piece of furniture in front
of a painted curtained library. Photographed by Ernest Edwards (1837-1903) photographer. Marked
“Ernest Edwards” in front at the lower edge.
€ 180

49. Marie of Prussia (1825-1889)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1870s) of the Queen of Bavaria, wife of Maximilian II and
mother of Ludwig II and Otto. Marie is depicted in full-figure standing, leaning her elbow on a chair,
holding a folding fan with both hands. Photographed in the studio of Oscar Kramer (1835-1892) in
Vienna, active from 1856 until 1890 ca. Kramer was the founder with M. Frankenstein & Comp., J.
Löwy and György Klösz of the Vienna Photographers Association, founded on the occasion of the
1873 Vienna World’s Fair. Marked on the back “Oscar Kramer”.
€ 150

50. Marie Sophie of Bavaria (1841-1925)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1862 ca.) of the last Queen of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies,
the wife of Francis II. Maria is depicted standing in full-figure in a front line war-like setting (the same
of the carte de visite of Francis II), holding a short stick in her right hand. Photographed in the studio
of Antonio (1818-1893) and Paolo Francesco D’Alessandri (1824-1889), active in via del Babuino in
Rome from 1856 until 1865. Marked on the back “Fratelli D’Alessandri Roma”.
€ 250

51. Carlo Marochetti (1805-1867)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the Italian-born French sculptor, author
of many works of art in Paris and London, where he eventually spent the rest of his life from 1848.
Marochetti is depicted from waist up. Photographed in the renowned studio of John (1823-1874) and
Octavius Watkins (1836-1882), active in London from 1865 until 1870. Marked on the back “John &
Charles Watkins Photographers”.
€ 100

52. Gerald Massey (1828-1907)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1865-1870) of the English poet, writer on spiritualism and
ancient Egypt. Massey is depicted in almost full-figure sat on a chair, with his left hand holding a quill
and about to write in a book on the table in front of him. Photographed in the renowned studio of
John (1823-1874) and Octavius Watkins (1836-1882), active in London from 1865 until 1870. Marked
on the back “John & Charles Watkins Photographers”.
€ 150

53. Francis McClintock (1819-1907)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1870s) of the Irish explorer in the British Royal Navy, known for
his discoveries in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. McClintock is depicted standing in an officer's coat
from waist up, leaning with his left arm on a decorated mantel. Photographed in the studio of John
Eastman Palmer (1830-1911) in Devon. Carte-de-visite by John E. Palmer are quite rare. Marked on the
back “Photographed by John E. Palmer”.
€ 180

54. Hugh Miller (1802-1856)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite (early 1860s) photograph of the self-taught Scottish geologist and
writer. Miller is depicted from waist up. Photographed by the Scottish chemist and photographer
Alexander Rae of Banff (Scotland). Marked on the back “Alex. Rae”.
€ 80

55. Friedrich Max Müller (1823-1900)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1865-1870) of the German-born philologist, one of the early
scholars in Indian studies and comparative religions. Müller is depicted in full-figure in profile sat on a
wooden chair, with his academic cap in his hands; a columned balustrade stands in the background.
Photographed in the studio of Robert Hills and John Henry Saunders, active in Oxford from 1856.
Marked on the back “Hills & Saunders Photographers”. € 150

56. William Mulready (1786-1863)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1865-1870) of the Irish painter, most known for his
depictions of rural scenes. Mulready is depicted from the waist up. Photographed by Joseph Cundall
(1818-1895) and George Downes (1812-1877) studio active in London by early 1850s. Marked on the
back “Cundall, Downes & Co.”.
€ 80

57. Roderick Murchison (1792-1871)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the Scottish geologist who first described the
Silurian geological period. Murchison is depicted in half-figure, sitting at his desk with a pen in hand.
Photographed by William Walker (1791-1867) and sons’ studio in London. Marked on the back “Messrs.
W. Walker & Sons Artists & Photographers.”.
€ 150

58. James Murray Mason (1798-1871)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the US Senator from Virginia. In his later years,
Mason is depicted from the legs up sitting on a chair, with his right hand resting a book on the table.
Photographed by William Walker (1791-1867) and sons’ studio in London. Marked on the back “W.
Walkers& Sons Artists & Photographers”.
€ 120

59. Charles Napier (1782-1853)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the British Army officer, Major General of the
Bombay Army. Napier is depicted from the waist up seated in front of a blank background.
Photographed in William Edward Kilburn (1818-1891) studio in London, which was took over by
Henry H. Lenthall in 1864. Marked on the back “Mr. Kilburn”.
€ 120

60. Charles John Napier (1786-1860)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the British officer. Napier is depicted from
waist up against a blank background. Photographed in William Edward Kilburn (1818-1891) studio in
London, which was took over by Henry H. Lenthall in 1864. Marked on the back “Mr. Kilburn”. € 100

61. Matthew Noble (1817-1876)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the British portrait sculptor. In this picture, Noble
made the photographer use the double exposure technique, creating the illusion of siting on a chair and
standing next to one of his busts at the same time. A very early and rare examples of this photographic
technique, which will be fully exploited at the beginning of the XXth century with the advent of
cinema. Photographed by William Walker (1791-1867) and sons’ studio in London. Marked on the back
“Messrs. W. Walker & Sons Artists & Photographers”.
€ 400

62. Richard Owen (1804-1892)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the English naturalist. Owen is sitting on a chair with
legs crossed. Photographed by Ernest Edwards (1837-1903) photographer. Marked “Ernest Edwards” in
front at the lower edge.
€ 90

63. John Ruskin (1819-1900)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) of the English art critic, one of most prominent
critics of Victorian era. Ruskin is depicted from the legs up, sitting on a chair with his stick in his left
hand and his right one hidden by his coat. Photographed in the studio of William (1829-1915) and
Daniel (1831-1881) Downey’s studio, active in Newcastle from 1863. “W.D. Downey Photographers”. € 280

64. William Howard Russell (1820-1907)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (early 1860s) of the Irish reporter for The Times, considered one
of the earliest war correspondent. Russell is depicted in full-figure, with an umbrella in his left hand
and his right hand resting on a book on a table. A small statue stands on the table. Photographed in the
studio of Thomas Cranfield in Dublin, active at 115 Grafton Street from 1865 to 1899. Marked on the
back “T. Cranfield”.
€ 80

65. Francis Edward Smedley (1818-1864)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1865-1870) of the English novelist. Smedley is depicted
from waist up in profile. Photographed by Charles Combes’ studio in Brighton. Marked on the back
“Combes Photographer”.
€ 50

66. Goldwin Smith (1823-1910)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1870s) of the British historian and journalist. Smith is depicted
from the waist up, with his hands crossed. Photographed by Hatch & Son studio in Oxford, for the
Oxford School of Photography. Marked on the back “Hatch & Son/The Oxford School of Photography &
Coloring”.
€ 60

67. Agnes Strickland (1796-1874)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1863 ca.) of the English historical writer and poet. In her later
years, Strickland is depicted in full-figure, sitting on a chair, her left arm leaning on a columned
balustrade with damasked drapes and a gothic window in the background. Photographed in the studio
of William Frederick and Edwin Southwell of Baker Street in London. Marked on the back “Southwell
Brothers”.
€ 120

68. Tom Taylor (1817-1880)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the English dramatist, editor of Punch magazine. Taylor
is depicted from the legs up, at his desk holsinf a plume over a book in his right hand. Photographed in
the studio of Henry Maull (1829-1914) and George Henry Polyblank (1828 -), active in London
between 1856 and 1865. Marked on the back “Maull & Polyblank Photographers”.
€ 150

69. John Tenniel (1820-1914)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1865-1870) of the English illustrator, best known for his
collaboration with Punch magazine and his illustrations for Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
(1865) and Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There (1871). In this photograph, Tenniel is
depicted without his unforgettable moustaches, in half-figure sitting in a chair. Photographed in the
renowned studio of John (1823-1874) and Octavius Watkins (1836-1882), active in London from 1865
until 1870. Marked on the back “John & Charles Watkins Photographers”.
€ 150

70. Alfred Tennyson (1809-1892)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860-1870) with printed signature of the British poet,
one of the most popular British poets during Victoria’s reign. Tennyson is depicted in three-quarter
from the waist up. Photographed by the London Stereoscopic and Photographic Company, which
gathered different photographers, active in London from 1854 until 1922. Marked on the back “The
London Stereoscopic and Photographic Company”.
€ 170

71. Therese Tietjens (1831-1877)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the German-born leading opera soprano. Tietjens is
depicted sitting on wooden carved chair leaning on a richly carved bureau. The photograph was taken
in William Lawrence studio, who opened in Dublin in 1865. Lawrence was not himself a photographer,
but he used to employ portrait photographers. Marked on the back “William Lawrence Photographer”.
€ 150

72. Eduard Totleben (1818-1884)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1870s) of the Baltic German military engineer and General for
the Imperial Russian Army. Totleben is depicted from his legs up, sitting in a chair in civilian dress.
Photographed by Alphone Naudin photography studio in London. Marked on the back “Naudin” . € 50

73. Anthony Trollope (1815-1882)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1870s) of the English novelist of the Victorian era. Trollope is
depicted in full-figure, sitting on a chair, with his hand on a table. Photographed by Alphone Naudin
photography studio in London. Marked on the back “Naudin” .
€ 100

74. Martin Farquhar Tupper (1810-1889)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1863 ca.) of the English writer and poet, author of the volume
Proverbial Philosophy (1837). Tupper is depicted from the legs up, with a plume in his right hand and a
book on the desk in front of him. Photographed in the studio of William Frederick and Edwin
Southwell of Baker Street in London. Marked on the back “Southwell Brothers”.
€ 100

75. Joseph Whitworth (1803-1887)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (early 1870s) of the English engineer, inventor of the British
Standard Whitworth screw thread system and the Whitworth rifle, considered one of the earliest sniper
rifles. Whitworth is depicted sitting on a chair decorated with tassels. Photographed in the studio of the
notable Victorian artist photographer Charles Allen Du Val (1810-1872) in Manchester. Marked on the
back “C. A. Dulval & Co.”.
€ 180

76. George Whyte-Melville (1821-1878)
Vignetted albumen carte-de-visite photograph (1860s) of the Scottish novelist. Whyte-Melville is
depicted from the waist up, with thick sideburns and moustaches. Photographed in the studio of the
photographer Thomas Rodger (1832-1883) in St. Andrews (Scotland). Rodger photographs can mainly
be found at St. Andrews University Library. Today, a plaque outside his studio (now the University
Careers Centre) has been posted. Marked on the back “T. Rodger St. Andrews”.
€ 70

77. James Yorke Scarlett (1799-1871)
Albumen carte-de-visite photograph (late 1860s) of the British soldier and hero of the Crimean War,
who led the Charge of the Heavy Brigade during the Battle of Balaclava in 1854. Scarlett is depicted
sitting on a chair, with his hand holding a stick and his wrist resting on a small round table along with
his top hat and a pile of books. Photographed in the studio of William, Frederick and Edwin Southwell
of Baker Street in London. Marked on the back “Southwell Brothers”.
€ 100
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